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Instructions 
i. Maintain two separate copies, one for Literature and one for Grammar & Writing. 
ii. Separate the Grammar and Writing portion in your Grammar & Writing copy. 
iii. Write the definitions and examples first and then do the exercises in your Grammar & 
Writing copy. Write the literature question answers in the literature copy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 2 
Chrysalis Diary 
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Summary 
 

Chrysalis Diary is based on the metamorphosis of a caterpillar into a butterfly through the 
perspective of the caterpillar as it journals this process. The caterpillar creates a cocoon out 
of sheer instinct and soon fears and wonders about its future. It chronicles all the changes 
that take place in and around him as he does not think that anyone would believe this 
transformation taking place. 

As the time/days pass, there are lots of changes happening in nature as well as with the 
caterpillar. With each passing day, came a new kind of experience and change. The 
seasons changed, and so did the caterpillar. At last, the caterpillar dreamt that after some 
time he will start flying. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Answer the following questions: 
1. Poetry often makes amazing connections between seeming opposites. How many 

such instances can you locate in this poem? 
Ans. There are three instances that make connections between the seeming 
opposites in the poem-  

a. Green, the colour of leaves and life. 
The empire of leaves lies in ruins. 

b. Ice storm and boughs cracking 
But, hungry for sounds 
In this silent world 
I cherish these 

c. My body is not mine 
 

2. What is a cataclysm? Is this word descriptive of what happens to the caterpillar? 
Ans. Cataclysm means a sudden and violent change. Here it refers to the sudden 
change in the outside world as the season changed and everything green turned 
brown. The change in the caterpillar is definitely drastic, but neither it is sudden nor 
violent. 
 

 
Fun with Grammar  

Chapter -2 

Verbs: Expressing the Present 

Simple Present shows that the action is happening right now or it happens regularly. It is 
formed by using the root form or by adding -s or -es to the end of the root. 

Uses of Simple Present 

1. To talk about things in general, not about something happening now, but about 
something happening all the time. 

Example: I play the sitar but I don’t play it well. 

Does Bharat take exercise daily? 

2. To express scientific facts or permanent/universal truths. 

Example: Water freezes at 0͒ celsius. 

It doesn’t rain much in August. 

3. In proverbs, which have the force of permanent truths. 

Example: A bad workman always blames his tool. 



Birds of a feather flock together. 

4. To express natural qualities/processes and for professional activities. 

Example: Citrus fruits contain a lot of Vitamin C. 

A dermatologist takes care of the skin. 

 

Exercise 1 

Complete the following sentences using an appropriate simple present form. 

1. He --------------------- he is above playing with us. (think) 

2. She ----------------------- two pounds an hour. (earn) 

3. He --------------------- English with an Irish accent. (speak) 

4. The cold weather ---------------------- my health. (affect) 

5.  Amit ________  vegetables in his kitchen garden. (grow) 

 

Exercise 2 

Fill in the blanks with the Simple Present tense of the verb given in the bracket. 

Lion-tailed macaque also called the brush, ________ (be) an old monkey endemic to the 
Western Ghats of South India. Its outstanding characteristic is the silver-white mane which 
________ (surround) the head from the cheeks ________ (down) to its chin which ________ 
(give) this monkey its German name ‘Bartaffe’ - ‘beard ape’. The tail ________ (have) a 
black tuft of hair at the end that is similar to a lion’s tail. It is a diurnal and a good climber. It 
________  (spend) majority of its life in the upper canopy of tropical, moist evergreen forest. 
It is a territorial animal that ________  (defend) its area first with loud cries towards the 
invading troops. If this ________  (prove) to be fruitless, it ________  (brawl) aggressively. 

 

 

 

Workbook 

Read Chapter 1 (My Lost Dollar) and do all the exercises, given in the book. 

 

 

 


